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39 crises that you can mix and match to create a Crises Document





  

Crisis 1: Specialized Food Supplies for Mars Colonists 
B’s__________ congress has just voted to end a $4Billion financial aid package to 
A’s_________ government over a dispute concerning A’s________ plans for 
expanded use of coal power plants in violation of the International Go Green 
Treaty of 2039.  A_________ claims this has jeopardized their willingness to 
contribute patented specialized food supplies that are essential for colonists to 
survive until the first crops can be harvested on Mars, and for the time being,  
A______has terminated all exports of the these specialized food supplies to other 
nations.  This crisis must be solved in time for the Establishment Mission which 
launches at the end of game day 2.  A_____ claims that, without the additional 
KWh the new coal power plants would provide, they cannot afford to meet the 
energy demands of their growing population.   

D’s________ parliament is currently voting on a bill whether or not to sell country 
A hydro electric plants at 50% of their cost (a yes vote determined by a 2/3 coin 
flip) that could be used instead of the coal power plants to meet A’s______ 
energy needs; however, that is also dependent on C__________ providing the 
titanium turbine blades for the hydroelectric plants that D______ manufactures.  
C__________ is currently requesting a sale price double of the listed value 
amount for the titanium blades.   

Can the UN or Prime Ministers solve this crisis in time for the Establishment Mission 
Launch? 



Crisis 2: Radiation and hyper-sleep chamber espionage 
B’s____________ astronauts are the ones chosen to pilot the Pioneer Mission 
space craft to Mars.  A’s_________ scientists have developed both the hyper-
sleep chambers for the civilians, and anti-radiation pills needed by the 
astronauts, for the journey to Mars. A_______ is insisting that previous economic 
sanctions put in place by B__________ be lifted or they will now refuse to supply 
the anti-radiation pills for B’s_________ astronauts nor the hyper-sleep chambers 
for B’s_______  civilians.  This stance by A________ has B________ complaining to 
the UN that A_________ is effectively trying to now exclude B________ from the 
mission to Mars! B________ contends they have proof of this based on spy 
interceptions concerning A’s__________ covert negotiations with C__________ to 
secretly train their own astronauts to pilot the Pioneer Mission.   

Additionally, B_________ learned that A________ is working secretly with 
D_________  to use blueprints stolen from B_______ by D’s_________ cyber hackers 
to build their own hyper-sleep chambers(2/3 coin flip to determine if the 
blueprints make working hyper-sleep chambers).   

The Launch window for a feasible (low-energy) transfer of a spacecraft from 
Earth to Mars is fast closing.  Crisis 8 and 9 must be rectified by the end of game 
day 2 at the latest if humanity is to colonize Mars in the near term, as the next 
launch window like this one will not appear again for another 21years!! 

Crisis 3: Cyber Hack 
The 2nd transport is scheduled for launch at the end of game day 2, arriving on 
Mars at the start of game day 3…. but the Intelligence Agency of B___________ 
has detected country D’s________ government supported cyber hackers 
stealing their blueprints for a Mars semiconductor (D____ adds $1B to their 
budge; D______ reduces their budget by $1B, immediately).  In response, country 
B_______ has started a successful cyber counter attack against D’s__________  
power stations and manufacturing facilities (remove 2 cyber defense net towers 
from D_____ immediately).  This crisis is solved when either B gets their blue print 
back or steals a different blueprint from D________.  



Crisis 4: Tsunami Sabotage 
Ocean sensors buoys have just registered a massive explosion in the seabed 
floor in the Middle Ocean.  The waves will reach country D’s shores in two game 
days.  C_______ operates the flood gate control center for the entire world. 
D______ is requesting that C_____  take measures to close the dike gates along 
their coastline of their major cities.  C______ reports back that there has been an 
incident of sabotage and forensic evidence suggest it was B________ who was 
responsible.  The only country who can supply the replacement parts is country 
A_______ but the parts will have to arrive in two game days if D’s_______ coastal 
cities are to be saved. Will A______ send the parts? If so, how much will they cost 
and how will they arrive in time? Who was responsible for the explosion? 

Crisis 5: Pollinators and Pesticides 
The crops of C______ are failing due to a severe decline in their bee populations. 
This loss of natural pollinators threatens the ability of C_____ to feed its people. 
Scientists have determined that the crash in bee populations is due to the 
excessive use of pesticides by B______ and D______, the worlds leaders in the use 
of chemical pesticides.  C______ files a complaint with the UN demanding 
financial compensation for their lost crop yields worth $1B from B_______ and 
D______.  Plus C_______ is demanding food supplies to make-up for this lost food 
production worth $1.5B, each game day, until their pesticide use ceases.   This 
crisis is solved when either C’s_______ bee population rebounds due to the 
decreased use of pesticides by B______ and D______, or a means to 
compensate food losses is established for country C______ equivalent to $500M 
worth of food per GD. 



Crisis 6: Pirate attacks  
A pirates cove has sprung up on an island off the coast of D________.  Pirate 
attacks include ransoms and sunken ships.  D________  and C are now loosing 2 
vessels a day (Weather Goddess chooses 2 vessels of any kind and removes 
them from the board each day until the crisis is solved).  The brother and 
extended family of the Minister of Defense of D_______ were captured when 
their yacht was overcome by marauding pirates.  The pirates are demanding a 
ransom of $500M per family member starting NOW.  There are a total of 10 family 
members being held captive. The pirates have declared they will begin 
enslaving forever a family member a day until the ransom is paid in full, and the 
ransom per family member increases $200M per game day until it is paid.  
Where are the pirates located exactly? Boats must be sent to islands to search 
for the location of the pirate cove. Each boat can attempt to discover the 
location with a 2/3 coin flip.  The location of the Pirate Cove is held secretly on a 
map in possession of the Wg.  To search for the pirates cove, move your vessel to 
a location in the ocean.  The Wg will then check the secret map.  If you are 
located at the secret cove, she will let you know.  Beware of pirate ships 
attacking once the cove is found!! (5 pirate boats will appear on the ocean 
next to your vessel, each vessel has 2hp).   The crisis is solved when the family 
members have been rescued and the pirates defeated. 

Crisis 7: Famine 
B________ has been experiencing decrease rainfall due to severe climate 
change and widespread drought has spread across the farmlands of the 
country, leading to severe famine.  B________ is loosing 1 farm a day and 4000 
people are dying from lack of nutrition until the crisis is solved.  B__________ has 
reached out to other countries asking them to supply Whisson Wind Turbines,  
but so far no one has been willing.  They will need 1 WWT per farm to solve this 
crisis. 

Crisis 8: Ocean Trade Tunnels Conflict (OTTs) 
C_____ has been protesting to the World Court claiming that A_______ and 
B______ have been price fixing many of the products they sell.  Having received 
no response from the UN or World Court, C_______ sent two submarines to fire 
upon A______’s OTT extending between A______ and B_______ and damaging it. 
The other submarine will reach the A______- D_______ OTT in two game days. 
Cost to repair the A_______ -B______ OTT is $7B, price to buy a new one is $20B.  
B’s_____ PM immediately issues a protest to the UN seeking damages of $30B to 
cover the cost of repairs and lost trade revenue.  B’s______ parliament in turn 
calls for a trade embargo against all products imported from C_______. 
A’s_______ parliament passes a declaration of war on C______ and has sent 4 
battle ships and 5 attack jets in route to fire upon C’s_______ northern trade port. 



Crisis 9: Coltan Child Labor Dispute 
A_______ has been accused by D________ of using child labor to work their 
coltan mines, a valuable metal used in many electronics such as mobile phones 
and hardware used for exploring outer space and the colonization of Mars.  
D_____ has filed a complaint to the UN and World Court and petitions to have a 
trial wherein they can show evidence and make A_______ pay a fine for 
breaking international law.  C_____ depends on A’s______ coltan to 
manufacture many of its consumer market electronics and is fighting against the 
complaint.  B_____ says without the coltan at these cheap prices, it will not be 
able to afford its space program to colonize Mars.  What will the UN do? Will 
there be a trial at the World Court? What solutions can be found? 

Crisis 10: Ocean Plastic 
The Plastic Era’s detritus has been building for decades in the world’s oceans, 
and as a result, most countries phased out the use of plastics in the previous 
decade.  However, not all countries agreed to phase out plastics and an 
enormous gyre of trash remains in the common bay between A_____ and 
D______.   A______ blames country C for this tragedy as they are the only 
remaining country that continues to use plastics.  A______ is asking D________ to 
join them in their petition to the UN to have C______ pay for the cleanup(cost 
$200million).   

The prime minister of D______ is not sure how to respond and has concerns a 
protest to the UN would potentially alienate one of their important trading 
partners, C______. C_______ responds that it can not afford to afford to stop 
operating its factories that produce plastic products as it would have 
devastating consequences on its economy (loss without alternative would cost 
$25B/GD.  B_______ disagrees with C_____ claims and says it only needs to 
modernize their factories or find new products to produce.  Fishing harvest for 
A______ and D______ are now being impacted at loss of $300million per game 
day for both countries as long as C______ continues to operate factories 
producing plastic products and until the plastic gyre is cleaned up. 



Crisis 11: Surprise Attack 
The PM of A_______ knows that the fishing industry lies at the heart of the 
countries economy.  Pressure from all corners of the government and private 
industry bring the PM to cave to the demands of the MOD who is insisting that 
they not wait for the great plastic debate to be resolved through diplomatic 
channels.  The MOD is given the go ahead to secretly launch  4 nuclear 
powered submarines to sneak attack and rise up off the coastal water of 
C_______ in an attempt to blast the plastic factory to pieces with ICBM missiles.  
The subs will reach C_______ coastal waters at that start of GD2.  C______ will 
surely return with a military response if they are attacked. What does this act of 
war mean for trade? 

Crisis 12: Mystery Monster of the Deep 
Recently, ocean floor mining ships have been mysteriously destroyed. Is there a 
connection between these events and the fabled Pagoli Monster? The concern 
that a giant sea monster is destroying the ocean mining business has all 
concerned parties worried.  Many unanswered questions remain but what is for 
sure, if the monster is allowed to go unchecked, mining operations on the 
ocean floor will come to a complete stop in 4GDs.    

SUDDENLY! the Pagoli monster is spotted eating up large areas of the Coroni 
Kelp Beds on the ocean floor between C____ and D_____.  The kelp beds supply 
vast amounts of nutrition to the populations of both countries, and without this 
important food supply at full capacity, both countries are now loosing  
$500Million per game day!  If the monster is not dealt with, oceanographers 
estimate the Coroni Kelp beds will be wiped out/eaten over completely by the 
Pagoli monster by the end of game day 4, at which time both countries will start 
loosing 10,000 people per game day to starvation along with $5billion dollars per 
day for the rest of the game due to the loss of this industry.  The oceanographers 
of C______ inform both prime ministers that there could be other such monsters 
and they need to find the layer of the monster to solve the problem once and 
for all.  They go on to say that in order to find the monster’s layer, it must first be 
tagged with a radio transponder and then tracked, which can be 
accomplished by deploying sensor buoys around the Coroni kelp beds.  Once in 
place, the buoys can fire down tracking tag transponders into the body of the 
monster (2/3 coin flip for success).  They will then track the Pagoli Monster’s 
movements and track it back to monsters layer next game day, at which time a 
subs can be sent in an attempt to subdue the monster (4/6 con flip for success).     



Crisis 13: Dumping of Nuclear Waste 
B_____ has been secretly dumping the waste from its nuclear power stations into 
the coastal waters off C_________ for some time now.  This activity was finally 
discovered by a D______ submarine, who reported it to the Prime Minister of 
C_______ .   B_______’s minister of defense is outraged that D________ would rat 
them out to the prime minister of C_____, and as result, has sent 4 attack aircraft 
to punish D_______ for this transgression, targeting their factories.  Meanwhile, 
C______ has brought a case to the World Court seeking compensation of 
$1Billion to cover clean up and damages.  A_______ is upset that one of their 
trade partners, B________ , has hurt A’s________ fishing fleet economically 
because people are now afraid to eat the fish harvested from the fishing 
grounds off the coast of B______ and C________.  A______ is losing $200million a 
day until the clean up of the radioactive waste is complete and has asked the 
UN to intervene in the crisis and extract $200million in damages per day from 
B________ due to the losses in revenue from their fishing industry.  Clean up of the 
waste requires specialized technology using remotely controlled robots.  These 
robots are produced by D________ alone.  How will this crisis be settled? 



Crisis 14: Aliens Refugees from Space 
A) 
A distress call was received at Moon-base Xin 13, which is owned by country A, 
B, C and D.  An intergalactic space craft of Kelpian escapees is has just arrived 
at Xin 13 traveling only at Warp 2, indicating that their ship is badly damaged 
and they must stop for repairs.  However, close on their warp trail are their 
overlords, the Broggkazan, who will arrive at the beginning of GD2. C______ 
engineers discover that the dilithium crystals in the Kelpian’s warp core are 
cracked and it will take 4 game days to repair them, at which time the Kelpians 
will be able to leave.  The prime minister of D_______ declares that it is his solemn 
duty to protect the innocent, and as such, he is willing to harbor the Kelpians at 
Xin 13 until the repairs are complete. The prime minister of A_____ is not so sure 
about that and has not yet committed to helping the Kelpian.  He knows about 
the BroggKazan.  They are merciless tyrants and have powerful ships capable of 
inflicting extensive damage if provoked to attack.  The BroggKazan are 
adamant about getting their slaves back, the Kelpian. Xin 13 does not currently 
have the dilithium necessary to make the repairs, what can be done? 

Moonbase Xin 13 is protected with laser cannons but will that be enough to 
repel the Broggkazan long enough for the repairs to be made to the Kelpian 
ship? The Broggkazan have advanced weapons and armor.  2/4 coin flips to 
strike a hit, 3 hits to defeat a Broggkazan ship. The Broggkazan Mother Ship has 
7hp 

B) 
Meanwhile, there is a fierce dispute out in the nearby asteroid belt between all 4 
countries who are competing for resource rights of several large asteroids rich in 
minerals, including deposits of gold, platinum, dilithium, copper, and latinum to 
name a few. 

SUDDENLY B______ discovers a massive deposit of valuable dilithium and A 
________ has learned about it. As a result, A________ is sending a spacefighter 
ship to the asteroid in an attempt to take the dilithium by force.  B______ is 
having none of that and responds in kind sending a spacefighter ship of its own 
to fend off A’s______ attack. Will on country gain supreme control of the asteroid 
belt? How will this crisis be settled? 



Crisis 15: Genetic Plague and Medicine From Space 
Recently a bacteria was discovered on a meteorite that can cure a genetic 
disease plaguing the populations of C_______ and B______ and A_______. 
Deeper analysis of the meteorite suggest the bacteria comes from somewhere 
in the asteroid belt.  Whoever can find its source in the asteroid belt and get a 
mining ship there to start harvesting it, will gain $40Billion dollars as owners of this 
very valuable genetic cure.  In the meantime, C_______ and D_____lose 1000 
people of day until they can get access to this medicine. A________ looses 2000 
people per day. 

In response to this crisis, A________ and C______ have already launched 2 
asteroid mining ships each containing advanced scientific sensors and 
computer capabilities that can detect and analyze bacteria on asteroids. A 1/1 
coin flip will successfully analyze an asteroid to determine if it contains the 
bacteria.  A 2/3 coin flip to successfully harvest the bacteria*.   

*Note: The Weather goddess has the secret Space Resource Map (for the 
Weather Goddess’s eyes only) showing which sites contain bacteria, minerals, or 
nothing. Harvesting of bacteria or minerals require the vessel is on top of the 
asteroid. 



Crisis 16: Cyborg Dilemma 
Neural lace implants are now common in the citizens of both A_____ and 
D______ and has led to better soldiers (cyborg soldiers). Y et, more significantly is 
the increased capabilities this affords the common worker in regards to 
increased productivity and mental capabilities. Citizens have a virtual Google 
integrated into their cognition, resulting in super human search, computational, 
and problem solving capabilities. A_____ and D______ have an agreement not 
to sell the neural lace blueprints to any other country. Their scientist worked hard 
together and at great financial cost to produce the technology and they do 
not want to loose the competitive advantage the neural lace provides to their 
respective militaries and industries.  However, a critical electronics component of 
the neural lace interface is manufactured solely by a single factory in B_______.  
This component is required for the neural lace to function properly.  

A) 
The prime ministers of both B_____ and C_______ are in fear of what this could 
mean for the future of their respective countries.  Powerful and influential 
religious leaders in both of their respective countries have thus far forbid the use 
of neural lace implants in the citizenry based on moral grounds.  This great moral 
debate has come to a head for the MOD of B______, who is insisting the prime 
minister allow it for their soldiers too (if the MOD is not supported in this, they must 
attempt a coup d’etat at the start of game day 3.  

B) 
With the view of forcing one of the two countries to give the neural lace 
technology, the MOD of C______ has gone rogue and set into motion a surprise 
attack on both A____ and D_____.   

At D_____, 5,000 soldiers have been air dropped and are surrounding some of 
their cities, 5 tanks are crossing an military assault bridge into D_____, 6 naval 
battle ships will arrive within striking distance at the start of game day 2, and 4 
fighter jets are in the air off the coast of D_______  awaiting orders to fire on 
targets below. 

At A_____, 4 nuclear attack submarines are cruising below the coastal cities of 
A______ and have fired on one of the cities and destroyed it.  A stealth bomber 
is in route in the skies above carrying 4 bombs and waiting orders from the MOD 
as to which targets to bomb, along with 2 fighter jets in support. 

C) 
SUDDENY!! the head shaman of the Yanoganchi religion is now threatening to 
destroy the factory inside B______ that produces the critical neural lace 
interface component. The shaman (this character is played by the head of the 



arms dealers) has surrounded the facility with 4000 armed followers and is 
threatening both the prime minister and by default, the leaders of A______ and 
C______ to meet the demands, or face the loss of the critical technology.  The 
Shaman is demanding that all countries agree to give up the use of cyborg 
technology.  He will destroy the facility and put an end to the mining of the 
metal, Boxino, the key component in the interface component.  Boxino is only 
found in the mountains of his peoples reservation lands.  The prime minister has a 
serious dilema at hand, the sale of the Boxino based neural interface 
component brings in revenue of $1Billion per game day! 

D) 
The MOD of D______  , who is more than 50% cyborg (including arms that can be 
fitted with weapons, bionic legs, artificial lungs, heart), and has a cyber lace 
type neural brain stem that recently failed and needs immediate replacement. 
The MOD is currently in the ICU in the country’s capital awaiting for a 
replacement part from B_______ ,but if the Yanoganchi shaman prevents the 
new replacement neural lace component from reaching D______ by the end of 
game day 3, the MOD will die! 



Crisis 17: NIN Annex 
The NIN have become dissatisfied with central government’s responses to their 
demands for converting the society into a theocracy.  The NIN MOD, a hardliner, 
has left his position in the central government and set up a military base near 
the gold mountain on the NW border.  To make matters worse, the main sources 
of income for the country come from computer software and hardware 
manufacturing and several of those facilities are now under NIN control. The NIN 
have also captured a harbor, a critical nuclear processing facility, one nuclear 
warhead, and are pushing forward to annex more territory with their eyes set on 
capturing the NIN holy shrine next. Will they stop there or do they have designs 
to conquer the entire nation?!!  Country C________, still smarting from their loss of 
the gold mountain, are offering military assistance to Country D________ if 
necessary, to deal with the NIN crisis. Country A________ had been secretly 
supporting the NIN financially but are now openly doing so and continue to 
offer aid to their cause.  (Country A_______ writes a cheque for $50M 
immediately and hands it to the MOD of A________  who then leaves his cabinet 
post and assumes leadership of the NIN rebellion. The NIN have a budget 
according to the revenue generated by the assets in their possession at any 
given time and has a Declarations turn each game day. The value of the gold 
mountain is $300B and generates a daily income of $100M from the sale of 
gold). 

Crisis 18: Paradise Island or Paradise Lost? 
Paradise Island has been an ideal place to live and visit.  In fact, this volcanic 
island with its beautiful beaches, lush jungles, temperate climate, exotic fruits, 
abundant wildlife, and picturesque sunsets,  has been the world's number one 
vacation destination for several years.  As well, its Mystic Temple and other holy 
sites have attracted pilgrims from all corners of the globe.  The island is a great 
melting pot of Krell, Kajaz, and Secret Empire people, where cultural and 
religious harmony has been realized for several years now.  In fact, life here is so 
peaceful and harmonious that the island does not even allow for there to be a 
standing army.  The nations of the world view them as a pacifist nation and an 
example of the Paradise the world might be some day.  However, a strange 
disease has spread across the island for which there currently is no cure.  Some 
rumors suggest the cause may not be of natural means…1000 Paradise Islanders 
are dying per game day and the UN, whose headquarters are  stationed on the 
southeastern corner of the island, has put out a call to the world’s nations to 
come up with a cure in order to stop the crisis. The members of the UN represent 
the interest and voice of the Krell, Kajaz, and Secret Empire (the Secretary 
General assigns and assistant secretary to represent each ethnic group and the 
Paradise Island gets a Declarations turn each game day).  Can the islanders be 
saved and complete catastrophic crisis be avoided? 



Crisis 19: Racism and Famine 
B________ continues to hold racist feelings against the Kajazian people who used 
to live in the eastern and western regions of their country, but who are now living 
on Paradise Island. These bad feelings have led them to engage in secret 
discussions with the Krell islanders in which they are proposing to supply the Krell 
with arms if they are willing to stage a campaign to overcome the Kajaz and 
establish themselves, the Krell, as rulers of Paradise Island. In exchange, 
B________ is seeking to gain ownership of the Mystic Temple, worth $100Billion 
and a daily income from visitors of $100million.  A________ is aware of these 
negotiations and has offered the use of its naval ships to assist in the take over if 
it can get 20% of the daily income from the Temple.  NIN spies also have been 
apprised of the situation and are contemplating ambushing the island when the 
chaos ensues and attempt to join forces with the secret empire people living 
there to gain control of the gold resources in the mountain jungles on the 
western side of the island near the volcano. The mountain jungle gold is worth 
$125Billion and a daily gold production revenue of $60M, which would help the 
NIN to further finance their campaign of conquest into new territories.  In 
exchange for their support, the NIN are offering the Secret Empire 25% of daily 
gold production revenue and governorship over the western half of the island.  
The Secret Empire people are tempted by this offer in that it would allow them 
to regain some of their former glory. What will happen, will it become Paradise 
Lost or remain Paradise Island?  



Crisis 20: Acid Rain and Crashing Fish Populations 
With the warming conditions associated with global warming, A________ has 
come to discover vast coal fields under what was once a land covered by 
swamps millions of years ago prior to its recent mini “ice age” of heavy snow 
and ice.  As such, A________ has been constructing new coal power stations at 
an alarming rate, 2 new coal power stations per game day and pumping out 
ever increasing amounts of SO2 and NOx gases, gases that cause acid rain.  

The prevailing winds blow southwest most of the year into B_______  and this has 
resulted in severely detrimental acid rain conditions in the lake waters of 
B_______.  Country B has come to rely heavily on inland fish farming for their main 
source of food supply since the ocean waters off their coast became 
excessively polluted from their oil industry.  The acid rain conditions are causing 
aluminum to leach from the soil of their new man made lakes, which in turn kills 
the spawning fish eggs of most species.  The starvation conditions this has 
brought upon B________ is leading 1,000 civilian deaths per game day and as 
such, the MOD of B________ has responded by sending a C-17 cargo plane with 
2,000 troopers to take over the uranium mining operation in the southern 
mountains of A_________.   The Uranium mountain supplies the fuel rods to 
A’s_________ nuclear power stations and until this crisis is resolves, A’s_________ 
current power stations are now offline and not producing energy nor daily 
income- B’s only source of power production is from the coal power stations. 
B_______ begins trucking home uranium from the mountain to power their own 
nuclear power stations.  Furthermore, B’s MOD is calling upon B’s prime minister 
to forge ahead and destroy the coal power stations, just one game day of 
travel away. In response, A________ is sending 2 F-22 fighter jets and 4,000 
troopers to respond to the invasion forces. 

Country C______ is also concerned about the coal power stations and what 
they might one day to do their land-of-many lakes.  They have joined with 
B_________ to submit a request to the United Nation to intervene in the matter 
and fine A_______ $50M a day carbon tax on each of A’s________ coal power 
stations.  Will the UN enforce their request or come up with another solution to 
this crisis? 



Crisis 21: Water Crisis  
Country C______ has been experiencing every increasing amounts of drought in 
recent years. Farm production has been critically impacted and is down 70%; 
water shortages are an almost daily occurrence in the major cities.  The inability 
of the former prime minister and cabinet to manage this crisis lead to a new 
regime being voted into now power. As per a campaign promise, the new 
prime minister has launched a major initiative to address this problem by 
investing heavily in an innovative new technology produced exclusively by 
D_______, a Whisson Wind Turbine (WWTs). These turbines are able to collect 
water vapor from the atmosphere in large amounts compared to their size.  1 
WWT can supply the water needs to 1 entire metropolitan city (3 are needed to 
supply the capital). D’s_______ asking price for the first order of 2 WWTs is $2Billion 
($1Billion per unit). C’s human and economic losses due to the cities being low 
on water are: loosing 5,000 people (troops) per city per game day,  $50M per 
city per game day and $100M from the capital per game day, and every 2 
games days a city lost!  Five game days from now the capital will be lost if it 
does not have 3 WWTs supplying its water!!  

D_______ and B_______ have lakes but neither are immune to the effects of 
climate change and are loosing 5 lakes per game day and being forced to 
supply their cities with potable water by the use of WWTs. They will need to 
convert their entire country to rely on WWT water and supply their cities and 
capital with adequate water by the start of game day 3 or start loosing 5,000 
people (troops) per city per game day and will start loosing $50M per city per 
game day and $100M from the capital per game day, and every 2 games days 
a city lost!  Five game days from now the capital will be lost if it does not have 3 
WWTs supplying its water!! 

Crisis 22: Country B Trade Entanglements and the Water Crisis 
B’s____________ intelligence officers have intercepted cell tower 
communications in the major city of Paradise Island between Secret Empire and 
NIN spy agents and learned of their plans to annex the western half of the 
Island.  In response, the government of B_______ has placed trade sanctions on 
D_______ that bars B________ manufacturers from selling to D______ the 
capacitors used in their WWTs. Without these capacitors, D______ will not be able 
produce new WWTs. 



Crisis 23: Country A Water Crisis 
A__________ is also experiencing the effects of climate change and undergoing 
a water crisis of its own. Now that the snows and ice have melted, easy access 
to water is no longer an options.  Combined with the fact that weather patterns 
have shifted rains away from their lands, each of its major cities is experiencing 
daily water shortages along with its capital. Each city needs 1 WWT (capital 
needs 3) in order to survive these new drought conditions that have become 
the new normal.  For each day that A’s cities do not have water, 5,000 troops 
are lost, and economic losses are $50M per city and $100M form the capital, per 
game day, and every 2 games days a city lost!  Five game days from now the 
capital will be lost if it does not have 3 WWTs supplying its water!!   

The prime minister of A______ was not waiting around for diplomats and 
industrialists to fix the problem and decided to solve the matter by force and 
called upon the MOD to enact plans to seize control of the western province of 
D_______ where the WWTs are being manufactured.  The campaign has been 
successful thus far (one metropolitan city, a software and hardware facility, a 
silicon plant and 2 ICBM missiles being captured already) and his forces of 5 F-22 
fighter jets, 6000 troopers, and 5 naval battle ships are pushing forward to 
capture the WWT facility.  

The MOD of D______ was slow to respond to the surprise attack but now has 
forces in route to defeat the invaders.  5 F-22 fighter jets, 5000 troopers, 4 naval 
battles ships, and 2 tanks have responded and have begun to resist. 

The United Nations has sent 1000 troops to the conflict zone along with 3 naval 
battleships and 2 F-22 fighter jets and has begun firing on A’s ______ battle ships 
and fighter jets destroying 2 naval battle ships and 1 fighter jet already. 



Crisis 24: Country C and D Ocean Trading Tubes 
D_______ is proposing a joint partnership with C_______ for investing in the 
construction of an Ocean Trading Tube (OTT) which will allow for next day 
delivery of all traded goods between the two countries. Cost of constructing an 
OTT is $20Billion.  D_____ is offering to pay 40% of the cost required to construct 
the OTT, while C_____ would pay the other 60%.  C’s________ prime minister is not 
completely sold on the idea and has decided to consult with cabinet members.  
This water crisis issue is really starting to hit the treasury hard and an OTT could 
open up the possibility for greater prosperity through trade. What will C’s prime 
minister decided to do? 

- Ocean Trading Tubes:  Products are sent on skates.  An OTT has four lanes 
and can have up to 4 skates at time in the tunnel, regardless of the direction 
of travel.  An individual skate can carry a maximum of 8 units of any mix of 
products. 

Crisis 25: Mystery Strike on Ocean Trading Tube 
An unmarked ocean mining ship has just detonated explosives damaging the 
OTT connecting A______ and C_______ and brought trade between the two 
countries to a halt.  C________ has its suspicions that it was a convert operation 
conducted by B_______ in retaliation to C’s_______ recent trade tariff of 20% on 
all B______ goods imported into C_________ .   

B’s _______ MOD has located the suspected mining ship and it is moving towards 
B’s coastal waters where their off-shore oil rigs are operating and informs the PM 
that the approaching vessel could be cause for concern.   A’s_________ MOD 
sees the mining ship moving towards B_______ and surmises it must be heading 
home.  A’s________ PM relays this information to C’s_______PM and both 
countries prepare to ramp up military spending and devise retaliation measures 
against B_______! 



Crisis 26: Industrial Cyber Espionage 
Industrial cyber hacking is on the rise and over 80% of the crimes are being 
traced back to government sponsored industrial hackers inside C________.  Most 
of this cyber-enabled commercial espionage is against industries within A_______ 
in which intellectual property is being stolen including blueprints, military and 
consumer information, and other trade secrets.  A’s_________ head of the 
National Security Agency described the intellectual property theft by C_____ as 
"the greatest transfer of wealth in history," because, he said, C______ has built 
whole industries using stolen formulas, plans and techniques that A’s________ 
companies spent years and billions of dollars to develop. C______ denies these 
claims and attributes the cyber theft to the Free Empire Leaks. The FEL would be 
happy to take credit for the work but deny it is them.  

Economic losses from the hacks for countries A_______, B________ and D_______ 
are mounting, with daily economic losses of $520M, $80M, and $80M 
respectively. As such, the three countries have come together to deal with the 
crisis and initially there are two options on the table.  

First, the group has considered involving the United Nations, and they submit the 
problem to the Secretary General to study the situation and get back to them 
with possible resolutions to the crisis.   

Secondly, they are considering a more direct approach, which involves 
neutralizing C’s_______ cyber capabilities.  C’s ___________ cyber network is 
heavily encrypted with considerable defensive strength but as with all things 
cyber, not invincible.  Their central cyber unit (CCU) is located next to the 
capital city but their cyber defense net towers must be overcome first before 
the CCU can be neutralized.  To take down one of the cyber defense net towers 
(CDNT) refer to the Cyber Hacking Tables. Cyber defense net towers can be 
replaced at a cost of $40M each. 

   



Crisis 27: Global Trade War 
B’s__________ Minister of Trade is quick to point out to the cabinet that C’s recent 
tariff of 20% on all goods should not go without a response and suggest a 30% 
tariff on all commodities imported from C________.  The Minister highlights the 
fact that B______ is the major purchaser of C’s commodities and any tariffs 
would surely hit them hard financially. The PM agrees to this plan and 
announces the new 30% tariff.  News of this new commodities tariff reaches the 
capital of C_______ who then calls upon D________ to adhere to the rules and 
regulation of their trade bloc manifest, which states that all member nations will 
respond in kind to any threats from outside nations. As such, D_______ is 
obligated to impose tariffs of 30% on all commodities and goods imported from 
B________.   

B_____ is a member of the Southern Hemisphere Trade Alliance that includes 
B_____, A______, and Paradise Island.  The charter of the SHTA states that all 
members will adhere to common tariff and trade policies. The council of the  
SHTA announces immediate tariffs on all goods from non-member states off 30% 
and a 10% tax on all commodities. These announcements stir the blood of both 
C______ and D’s________ Ministers of Trade who are considering bringing the 
issue to the attention of their respective MOD’s for possible military responses; 
however, the CFO’s will have to weigh such a response against the economic 
consequences affecting commerce and the national treasury, and consult with 
the Prime Minister in how best to respond to the crisis.  



Crisis 28: Ocean Pirates 
In the year 2025 the World Bank went on the Gems Backed System, or what is 
known as the GBS.  The source of gems backing the financial system come from 
the Ancient Lost City under the ocean and include ruby, emerald, sapphire, 
pearl, diamond, lapis lazuli, amethyst, opal, amber, aquamarine, garnet, 
malachite, topaz and others, valued at $1.4Trillion.   

A major crisis has come up and the world’s financial system is in jeopardy, 
ocean pirates are looting the Ancient Lost City at a rate of $250B per day! At this 
rate the WB will be insolvent at the end of 5 game days!! This will surely lead to a 
global economic collapse, sending the budgets of the world’s nations into free 
fall.  The pirates are using a Leviathan to defend their strong hold inside the 
Ancient Lost City, a formidable opponent to anyone who would try to stop 
them.  

The United Nations tried negotiating with the pirates to no avail, and have now 
resolved to using force in an attempt to dislodge to pirates, they are sending 2 
nuclear submarines equipped with 4 ICBM each to deal with the pirate ships 
and Leviathan.  Each pirate ship has 2 hit points(hp) and the Leviathan 20hp. 

A_______ has been gaining $200M/game day buying gems at a discount rate 
from the pirates and selling them on the open market for a hefty profit, which 
they have been using in part to finance their military operations.  The MOD of 
A_______ is pressing the PM of A_________ to defend the pirates by sending a 
fleet of nuclear subs to the Ancient City, what will the PM decide to do? Without 
these gem funds, A’s_______ military actions could start draining their coffers 
pretty quickly. 



Crisis 29: Ocean Acidification 
Old habits die hard but if the ocean is going to continue to supply protein to the 
worlds nations, something has to be done collectively to remediate the rising pH 
levels in the oceans. Currently, 2 of the worlds nations, B_____ and C_____, pump 
their industrial waste and sequestered carbon emissions into the ocean.  The 
practice, along with their oil industry, has essentially wiped out B’s_________ 
fishing business, as the waters off their coast no longer support sufficient numbers 
of fish, creating a virtual dead-zone.  C’s fishing fleet is on the brink of collapse 
and will start loosing “$60M/game day starting game day 3.  A______ has 
avoided pumping their waste into the oceans in order to protect their fishing 
industry but instead opted for not doing carbon sequestration at all while 
building coal power plants, which they continue to do, adding 2 new ones per 
game day.  They pump gases from their coal plants and other factories directly 
into the air, essentially treating the atmosphere like an open sewer.  
Nevertheless, their fishing beds are starting to feel the effects of the collective 
rise in the ocean’s pH and are now loosing 4 fishing boats each game day until 
the trend in pH levels can be turned around.  

D’s_______ biological engineers have found a way to convert sequestered 
carbon into useful solid carbonates that can be repurposed into building 
construction matrial by using genetically altered yeast, and thus provide a form 
of carbon sequestration that will last thousands of years.  This patented 
technology is now being sold by D______ to the other nations of the world and 
entails a large facility in which the carbon can be converted. They are offering 
these facilities for sale at a cost of $15B each. One Solid Carbonates facility is 
needed for every 8 plants/facilities that a nations owns.  pH levels in the ocean 
will begin reversing when this requirement is reached by all nations.  If this crisis 
goes unsolved, A________ and C______ will have famine conditions starting 
game day 3 and loose 5,000 people (troopers) per day.  Starting game day 6, 
all nations will start loosing $10B due to the lost economic activity stemming from 
this crisis. 



Crisis 30: Paradise 108 
Paradise Island has an agricultural research station on the small island off its 
southwest coast.  They have been using genetic CRISPR-Cas9 technology to 
invent a form of wheat that would be drought tolerant, contain higher amounts 
of nutrients, and produce higher yields than any wheat known today.  Finally, 
after years of research, they have the breakthrough they were looking for. They 
are calling this new form of wheat Paradise108.  News of their breakthrough has 
sent shock waves across C________.  Their main farming crop is wheat and the 
threat of Paradise 108 has farmers demanding answers from their leaders.  If 
Paradise 108 transforms the global demand for wheat, they could be forced out 
of business. 

Feeling the pressure from his Minister of Trade (MOT), the farmers union and their 
supporters, the Prime Minister announces an immediate embargo on any 
Paradise 108 into C________ and follows this announcement with a petition  to 
the UN demanding they declare Paradise 108 a Frankenstein food and unsafe 
for consumption.  The PM follows this up by announcing to the world that 
C_______ will take any measures necessary to stop the spread of Paradise 108 
into the world commodities market.  Either way, the PM is set on stopping 
Paradise 108 and will only wait 2 games days before C__________ will invade the 
research island and stop Paradise 108 dead in its tracks. 

When the PM of B________ hears about this, B’s_______ MOD is called upon to 
draft counter measures in the event of an invasion upon the research island. 
B_______ has secret plans to take over Paradise Island and has a keen eye on 
turning a hefty profit off the sale of Paradise 108 once they capture the 
Research Facility.  The value of owning the patent rights to Paradise 108 will 
increase the budget of a nation by $100B and a daily profit from exports of 
$600M! 



Crisis 31:  Space Monopolies 
D_________ was the last nation to became a space faring but when it did, they 
moved quickly to capitalize on First Contact.  10 years ago, in the year 2019, 
C______ astronomers made First Contact with other space faring civilizations. 
Since that time, the Solar System has served as a trade route to Alpha Centauri 
by exoplanetary star system civilizations.  D_______ food scientist got to work in 
designing foods suited to the taste of these travelers, mainly merchants, and 
opened the Space Snacks Shack spaceship stop, a trade depot, and business is 
booming!  C_______ claims they should get a portion of the profits due to the 
fact their research dollars went into making First Contact.  D_______ disputes 
these claims and has taken out of loan of $1B from the World Bank (to be paid 
back in full at the end of game day 3 at 15% interest) to build Star Shine, a 
spaceship wash station that offers full detailed cleaning service of both the 
exterior and interior (warp coil cleanings are extra).  C’s_________ PM is 
nonplussed at the news of D’s________ expansion plans! The MOT suggested that 
the MOD take control of the asteroid fields and monopolize them in response.  
D’s_______ PM agrees, and sends 5 space-fighter ships to control the entire 
asteroid field. not allowing any other ships to enter for mining.  All nations 
currently depend on asteroid mining for profits and access to essential metals.  
This does not sit well with the other nations, especially A_______ and B________ , 
who are ramping up their military spending due to conditions on the Earth.  They 
form a coalition to battle C________ in space and they send a fleet of 3 space-
fighter ships each to the asteroid fields to confront C’s______ 5 space-fighter 
ships.  D_______ has refrained from getting caught up in the asteroid field 
conflict, for now, but will resort to force if necessary to defend its investments in 
Space Snacks Shack and Star Shine enterprises. 

Crisis 32:  Moon Base Xi 
When thw International Space Station (ISS) was decommissioned in the year 
2023, the nations of the world came together to budget and design for a moon 
base (it was from Moon Base Xi that C’s______ lead astronomer Li Wei Xi made 
First Contact).  Each nation of the world took out loans from the World Bank to 
pay for their equal share of the project but A_________ was unable to pay back 
their loan in time.  C________ stepped in and covered the loan for A_______ .  
C______ is now demanding that A______ stick to the terms of their agreement 
which stated that A______ would pay back C_____ in full.  The money is due in 
two game days in the amount of $10B at %5 interest.  The PM________ is pressing 
this issue and informs the PM of A_________ that failure to pay will result in 
C______ confiscating their section of of the moon base and all their space 
assets.  A________ responds to the threat by calling upon the UN to intervene 
and hold C______ accountable to the original charter of the moon base project 
that states all nations will own 25% of the moon base forever. Will diplomacy or 
force, or the World Court, or all three, solve this crisis?  



Crisis 33:  Methane Lake 
Climate change is creating problems around the world in various forms. One 
such problem is the increased release of methane gases from permafrost, 
methane gas locked in frozen soil.  Methane is one of the main culprits of global 
warming, its greenhouse effect is more than 25 times that of carbon dioxide. 
Recently it has been discovered there is a giant methane lake beneath the 
ocean off the coast of A_______.  A______ was formally covered in ice and snow 
and now that it has “thawed”, a new methane gas “super lake” has formed off 
the coastal shelf of this country.  The rate of gas leakage is so high, international 
climate scientists are warning the world leaders that if the gas leak is not 
stopped within 5 game days, the methane release will create an unstoppable 
feedback loop of ever warmer temperatures with an ever increasing number of 
new methane lakes forming.  If the crisis is not solved, if a solution of how to 
prevent the methane gas from getting into the atmosphere can not be devised, 
climate scientists say the the worlds remaining ice will melt and the waters of the 
Earth will deluge the worlds nations and civilization as we know it will be lost! 

Crisis 34:  United Nations Under Attack 
The MOD of A_______ is incensed that the UN is intervening in his military 
operations inside of D______ and has gone rogue and directed attacks upon the 
headquarters of the UN.  Several air raids have badly damaged UN 
headquarters located on Paradise Island.  The PM of A______ was out of country 
at a summit meeting when the attacks occurred.  Normally, a PM would know 
how to handle the situation, by firing the MOD, but in this case, the correct 
political response, both internally to the country and externally to the 
international community, is not so clear.  The MOD will definitely attempt a coup 
d’état if asked to stop, and the PM knows it. The MOD has a lot of supporters 
within the government including the MOT, who will surely join in on any coup 
d’état attempt.  And even personally, the PM has always resented the UN since 
the days when the UN decided stop renting land for their headquarters from A 
and shift their headquarters to Paradise Island.  On the other hand, the PM is not 
sure what the political cost and otherwise would be if the UN is destroyed by 
A’s______ military. How would the other nations respond, if at all?  Having the UN 
out of the way would surely open up opportunities and provide a clear path to 
conquering D_____ more easily, which is secretly and ultimately A’s_______ plan. 
Will the UN survive, can this crisis be solved? 



Crisis 35: Cyber Thieves Strike Again 
Cyber hackers from country B________ have been detected within the network 
of country A________. A’s cyber security teams have evidence that B_________ 
has stolen several important industrial and naval military blue prints.  The PM of A 
______ rebuilt the cyber defense network towers that were damaged in the 
attacks and considered waiting for a response from the UN, but has since been 
persuaded by the MOD to take actions without delay.  The PM sends 4 nuclear 
submarines, 6 naval ships and 2 F-22 fighters jets to bomb the main harbor city of 
B_______.  How will B_______ respond?  Will the UN or some other nation get 
involved?  How will this crisis be resolved, those stolen blue prints are worth billons 
(B_____ adds $3B to its daily budget revenue immediately) and could in fact 
give B________ a military edge in future conflicts (B_____ immediately selects 3 
military assets of its choosing free of charge from the Arms Dealer Table <but 
nothing with nuclear capabilities>). The titans of industry in A_______ are 
demanding a strong response from the PM as they have lost out on massive 
amounts of profits as their trade secrets have been stolen (A’s_______ CFO 
deducts $3B daily from its budget starting now). 



Crisis 36: Olympic Size Crisis 
Once every four years the nations of the world come together for the Olympics, 
and this year it is set to begin at the start of game day 6 in the country of 
A________. The PM of A________ is hoping to use the Olympics to put a fresh face 
on the country as a propaganda event to make people gloss over their military 
campaigns.  

D_______ is currently announcing that they are going to boycott the event due 
to the military incursion by A_________ into their territory.   

The athletes of B_______ were found in violation of the banned substance policy 
prior to the previous olympics and are under intense scrutiny by the International 
Olympic Committee (IOC).  B_______ has until the start of the Olympics to come 
up with a clean drug test if they are to be participating in the competitions (2/3 
coin toss, can try once each game day). 

The MOT of C________ is asking the PM to boycott the event in protest.  The MOT 
is still fuming about the Olympic Committees selection process and feels that the 
selections are rigged against C_________ , who has been bypassed for the last 
several Olympics from hosting the event. 

Paradise Island says they do not have the money to send their athletes and are 
asking for donations from the other nations in the amount of $200M to cover 
athlete training, equipment and travel to the event.  

Wow, what an Olympic size mess this is!  Will tragedy be avoided and the 
Olympics held this year?  To solve this crisis, all countries besides the host country 
will need to have landed a cargo plane carrying their athletes(2 troopers) at the 
olympic stadium by the end of game day 5. 



Crisis 37: Unemployment  
C__________ continues its economic slide as climate change has taken its toll on 
agricultural production inside the country.  The fields have turned to brown from 
green as water becomes more scarce and populations continue to grow. 
Sectors across the economy have dried up as well, as economic productivity 
begins to stumble.  The result is record high unemployment that is seeing droves 
of C’s______ citizens emigrate for better job opportunities.  Country B________ is 
seeing an influx of 6,000 workers seeking jobs per game day; D________ and 
A______ are seeing 3,000 job seekers per game day as well (C looses 12 troopers 
per day until the crisis is solved).  In order to accommodate new arrivals, each 
country must construct one 1 factory or plant per 2,000 new citizens.   

To solve this crisis, C______ is going to have to invest in 2 new technologies by 
obtaining the blue prints for two products they do not currently produce. Only 
then will the emigration problem come to an end. 

Crisis 38: Alien Auction 
An alien race calling themselves the Breen, who is stopping off for a bite to eat 
at the Space Snacks Shack (SSS), are auctioning off a Killer Satellite (KS) that is 
capable of destroying an entire metropolitan city in 1 shot with 100% accuracy 
(no need to flip the coin).  The auction will begin at the start of game day 2 and 
conducted by the Judge of the World Court (or Wg if there is no judge). 

Depending on who ends up owning this formidable weapon, the geopolitical 
landscape of the entire world may be altered.  Fall into the wrong hands, and 
great chaos could be unleashed.  In the hands of those who would use it as a 
deterrent, peace could be ensured for millions.  This crisis is solved once the KS is 
decommissioned and taken apart, whose owner will incur a $10B budget 
expense at the time of decommissioning.    



Crisis 39: Pandemic 
Climate change has brought some new and some old diseases to inflict loss of 
human life around the globe.  Most of these have been contained within their 
home country and short lived but a new and especially virulent form of the flue 
has blossomed into an all out Pandemic (not related to the other sickness going 
around Paradise Island). Losses per day per country are 2,000 people (2 
troopers).  

The world scientists came together and discovered a cure but in order to scale 
its production on a global scale, each country will have to use its specialty to 
contribute to the collective global effort.  To solve this crisis, 5 of the worlds  
nations must build a Center for Disease Control facility (CDC).  Then, a specific 
sequence of events must take place: 

Country B________ must use its CDC facility to manufacture the glass vials that 
will hold each dose of the medicine and ship 9Billion units to country D________. 
It will cost B_______ $450M to manufacture and ship the vials, shipping time 
depends on the mode of transport- air, ship or Ocean Trading Tube.  All the vials 
can be transported through an OTT same game day; by air, next game day; by 
ship, 2 game days. These transport conditions apply to all phases of the mission. 

D_____ is responsible for manufacturing the stabilizing agent that allows the 
medicine to be absorbed properly by the body.  The agent will be added to the 
vials and then shipped to C________.  It will cost D______ $750M to produce and 
ship enough of the agent for the world’s population. 

C______ is responsible for producing the specialized injection needles needed to 
administer the shots.  C’s______ responsibility is to produce and ship 9Billion 
needles at a cost of $600M and package them in a kit, along with the vials, that 
will be used in the field to administer the inoculations.  These kits must be sent to 
A_____. 

A______ is responsible for producing the actual liquid medicine that will go in the 
vials.  It will cost A______ $2B to produce all the medicine and package it in the 
vials.  The vials must then be sent to Paradise Island where Paradise Island, in 
coordination with the United Nations, will manage the distribution of the 
medicine on a global scale. It will cost Paradise Island $5B to do complete this 
final phase of the mission and save humanity.


